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Adaptive plans aim to anticipate uncertain future changes by combining low-regret short-term actions with longterm options to adapt, if necessary. Monitoring and timely detection of relevant changes, and critical transitions
or tipping points is crucial to ensure successful and timely implementation and reassessment of the plan.
Although eﬀorts have been made to identify signposts to monitor, the question remains how to design a signal
monitoring system that detects and anticipates (future) change to support adaptive planning. For example, to
support water related infrastructure investments under uncertain climate change. What are good signposts to
monitor and how to wisely analyse them to get timely and reliable signals for adaptation? In this paper, we
present a framework for designing and using a monitoring plan as part of the Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways
(DAPP) approach for decision making under uncertainty. We use the following criteria to evaluate signposts and
their critical signal values: measurability, timeliness, reliability, convincibility and institutional connectivity. We
illustrate the approach based on the signal monitoring system for the adaptive plan developed by the Delta
Programme in the Netherlands.

1. Introduction
Anticipating the future is important when making investment decisions with long-term impacts. However, uncertainties about future
needs, conditions, and developments such as climate change, and economic, social and technical developments, complicate our ability to
anticipate and make decisions. Adaptive plans are being advocated to
deal with uncertainties about the future and minimise regret (e.g.
Walker et al., 2013). Adaptive plans consist of short-term actions,
which are typically low-regret actions that keep future options open,
and long-term alternatives to adapt to uncertain changing conditions, if
necessary.
Several approaches exist to design adaptive plans, including
Assumption Based Planning (ABP) (Dewar et al., 1993), Adaptive Policy
Making (APM) (Kwakkel et al., 2010a; Walker et al., 2001), Robust
Decision Making (RDM) (Lempert et al., 2003), Multi Objective Robust
Decision Making (Kasprzyk et al., 2013), Engineering Options Analysis
(EAO) (Smet, 2017), and Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP)
(Haasnoot et al., 2013). These approaches all share the central idea that
the best way to deal with uncertainty is to do what needs to be done

⁎

now, and to watch out for changes that indicate that new decisions are
required to address changed conditions (e.g. Swanson et al., 2010). Two
types of adaptive plans are distinguished in the literature (Kwakkel and
Haasnoot, 2018; Maier et al., 2016): 1) protective or static adaptiveness, which aims to protect a basic plan from failing through contingency planning and monitoring (example approaches are ABP, APM,
and RDM); and 2) dynamic adaptiveness, which aims to monitor the
ability of the plan to meet objectives and developing alternative sequences of actions over time that can be switched to when required
(example approaches are DAPP and EOA).
Approaches for adaptive plans have strong roots in the ﬁelds of
water and infrastructure management, transport, and defence. The related idea of adaptive management (Holling, 1978, 2001) originates
from ecosystem management (Swanson et al., 2010). Adaptive management focuses on increasing adaptive capacity of the system by
learning from experiments (Arvai et al., 2006; Bormann et al., 1994;
Pahl-Wostl et al., 2007). This suggests an important role for monitoring
the performance of the system. Adaptive planning uses monitoring for
decision making on follow-up actions of a plan.
The success of adaptive plans thus depends on monitoring and
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planning has been addressed in terms of who should monitor what and
for whom by Hermans et al. (2017).
To design a signal monitoring system to support adaptive planning
and derive proper signals for adaptation, the following questions need
to be addressed: How to decide what to monitor? How to best analyse
the derived information to get timely and reliable signals that are
convincing for the responsible people to act upon?
In this paper, we present a framework for designing and using a
signal monitoring system to inform adaptive planning and illustrate this
for water related infrastructure investments. We describe how to
identify signposts to monitor and establish critical values to derive
signals and provide criteria and examples on how to evaluate them. We
present the framework as part of the Dynamic Adaptive Policy
Pathways (DAPP) approach, but it can be used for other adaptive
planning approaches as well. The pathways approach has demonstrated
signiﬁcant potential as an adaptive planning approach to support decision making on water management under conditions of deep uncertainty both in literature and in practice (e.g. Haasnoot et al., 2012;
Ranger et al., 2013; Barnett et al., 2014; Wise et al., 2014; Rosenzweig
and Solecki, 2014; Bloemen et al., 2017; Lawrence and Haasnoot, 2017;
Stephens et al., 2017; Zevenbergen et al., 2018). Although, most applications are on water resources and ﬂood management, the approach
has been used in other policy domains as well (Petr et al., 2015;
Bossomworth et al., 2017; Mendizabal et al., 2018).
This paper ﬁrst describes the concept of adaptive planning and the
role of monitoring and signals therein. Next, the case study – the Delta
Programme in the Netherlands – is introduced (Delta Programme, 2015;
Bloemen et al., 2017). We then present the framework on how a signal
monitoring system can be designed and illustrate this based on the
adaptive plan of the Delta Programme. We end the paper with discussion on the approach in the light of the deﬁned criteria.

anticipating on-going developments (e.g. climate change and socioeconomic change) and ensuring that actions are indeed taken if and
when necessary, or that the plan is updated in case of unforeseen developments. In general, monitoring and evaluation aims to learn and
improve the progress of implementation of a plan, its process and the
eﬃcacy of the actions in achieving speciﬁed goals. Preston et al. (2011)
provide a literature review on monitoring and evaluation of adaptation
planning to climate change. Most of these studies focus on procedural
aspects, adaptation progress, elements of the plan and governance
support (e.g. Ford et al., 2013; Biesbroek et al., 2010; Klostermann
et al., 2018; Marsden and Snell, 2009). These studies typically look
back and try to answer the question: ‘Are actions implemented as
planned and are they eﬀective?’ This can therefore be considered as
retrospective monitoring, and is typically done in adaptive management,
where monitoring aims to learn from an experiment. In contrast,
adaptive planning requires also anticipatory monitoring, which focuses
on the question: ‘(When) should actions be implemented and are they
still appropriate?’ It thus aims to anticipate uncertain future developments that could trigger implementation or adjustment of adaptive
plans to new information. Essential for anticipatory monitoring is to
acknowledge that, before an action becomes eﬀective, it takes some
time to study, prepare and implement it (‘lead time’). An adequate
amount of time therefore required between signal and the envisioned
new situation.
The idea of anticipatory monitoring originates in literature from
strategic planning (Schwartz, 1996) and Assumption-Based Planning
(Dewar et al., 1993). These approaches suggest monitoring of important
assumptions underlying a plan to establish if these assumptions are at
risk and whether additional actions need to be taken. Signposts specify
the information or indicators that should be tracked. Critical values of
these signposts – sometimes referred to as triggers – are used to determine when follow-up actions should be implemented, including
contingency actions or next actions of an adaptation pathway.
Approaches and practices of anticipatory monitoring are often
generic instead of plan-oriented. Such generic approaches examine
seeds of change and monitor developments and possible events that
may have an impact on a market, a sector, an organization or a policy
domain in general. Some of these approaches have a strong foothold in
strategic planning and futures studies, such as Trend Analysis and
Horizon Scanning (OECD, 2017), whereas other approaches, such as
Early Warning Systems (e.g. Waidynatha, 2010) and Security Analysis
(the analysis of security threats for a sector or organization), stem from
a tradition of Risk Analysis. Monitoring for Early Warning Systems and
Security Analysis is based on the identiﬁcation of threats and hazards.
Trend analysis and horizon scanning often add two other aspects:
possibility and desirability. Possibility considers the likelihood of the
trend in light of other trends or natural law. Desirability deals with the
preference for (or against) a certain trend, and if there are any advantages (or not) to a trend developing (Cramer et al., 2016). The information is used to score and classify and to gain a deeper understanding of the nature and meaning of existing and potential new trends
and developments.
While examples exist on what needs to be monitored to support
adaptive plans and eﬀorts have been made to ﬁnd early warning signals
(e.g. Scheﬀer et al., 2009; Schoemaker and Day, 2009), yet the identiﬁcation of proper signals remains a challenge (Garschagen and
Solecki, 2017). So far, most studies have used expert judgement (e.g.
Kwakkel et al., 2010b; Lempert and Groves, 2010; Environment
Agency, 2012; Haasnoot et al., 2013; Groves et al., 2015; Kingsborough
et al., 2016; Hermans et al., 2017; Tariq et al., 2017), model-based
vulnerability assessment (Bryant and Lempert, 2010) and/or optimisation methods (Hamarat et al., 2014; Kwakkel et al., 2016; Quinn
et al., 2017) to design signposts and related critical values for signals. A
ﬁrst attempt to evaluate the performance of expert-based signposts was
done using transient scenarios (Haasnoot et al., 2015). The governance
around monitoring to support collaborative learning for adaptive

2. Adaptive planning, policy pathways and the importance of
monitoring and signals
2.1. Adaptive planning through Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways
Adaptive planning means that short-term actions and long-term
options have been identiﬁed, and that monitoring and signalling supports timely implementation or adjustment of the speciﬁed plan.
Adaptive plans can be developed using the Dynamic Adaptive Policy
Pathways (DAPP) approach (Haasnoot et al., 2013). Within the DAPP
approach a plan is conceptualized as a series of actions over time
(pathways). The approach starts from the premise that policies, actions,
or decisions have an uncertain design life and might fail to achieve their
objectives sooner or later; when operating conditions change they may
reach an adaptation tipping point (Kwadijk et al., 2010). Likewise,
when favourable conditions arise actions may reach an opportunity
tipping point to implement actions, for example if beneﬁts exceed costs
(Bouwer et al., 2018). Once actions fail, additional or other actions are
needed to ensure that the original objectives are still achieved, and a set
of potential pathways emerges. There are diﬀerent routes that can
achieve the objectives under changing conditions (analogous to ‘All
roads lead to Rome’). Hence, various alternative sequences of decisions
or actions can be explored for multiple futures. Depending on how the
future unfolds, the course of action can be adapted when predetermined
conditions occur to ensure that the objectives are still achieved.
Multiple pathways are typically visualized in an Adaptation
Pathways Map or decision tree, with time and/or changing conditions
on the axes (Fig. 1). With this map, it is possible to illuminate opportunities, no-regret actions, lock-ins, path-dependencies, and the timing
of options. An adaptive plan is then designed based on an evaluation of
the alternative pathways.
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Fig. 1. An example of an Adaptation Pathways Map and the relation with adaptation signals and decision nodes (left) and a scorecard presenting the costs and
beneﬁts of the 9 possible pathways presented in the map (based on Haasnoot et al., 2013; Haasnoot et al., 2015). The timing of a decision node depends on the timing
of a tipping point represented with the time axes for a low-end and high-end scenario, the action that will be implemented, and the situation in which this action will
be taken. As a result, for the ﬁrst adaptation tipping point the decision node of action A is earlier than the decision node of actions C and D, and the decision node of
action D for the second tipping point is very close to the tipping point, as this action can build upon action C. The colours in the scorecard refer to the actions: A (red),
B (orange), C (green), and D (blue) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

implementation of the next action(s) (e.g. once a tipping point is
reached), but this would mean that the desired outcomes are temporarily not achieved until the new actions are completely in place.
Reasoning backwards from an adaptation tipping point, a decision node
can thus be assessed by taking into account a certain amount of ‘lead
time’ (Haasnoot et al., 2013; Staﬀord Smith et al., 2011). This lead time
depends not only on the action itself and how quickly it can be activated, but also on the situation in which the action needs to be implemented (e.g., is time needed to remove predecessor actions or can
one build upon actions taken earlier?).
Preferably, signals are observed before a decision needs to be taken
on the action(s) to implement, and thus before a decision node. Early
warning or weak signals could indicate that an adaptation tipping point
may be approaching, while strong signals warn that a tipping is likely to
occur. A weak signal will be surrounded with more uncertainty, but at
least decision makers and stakeholders can already create a mind-set
that future actions may be needed. They can start to study what the new
situation may look like or initiate actions to prevent a tipping point
from occurring.
A signal is given if the observed value of a signpost or a combination
of signposts reaches a speciﬁed critical value (signal value; Fig. 2). We
distinguish and focus on two categories of signposts: 1) performance
signposts that detect the performance of a system and indicate the extent
to which objectives are still being achieved; and 2) environment (context) signposts that monitor (external) changing conditions that jeopardize or provide opportunities for achieving these objectives. Examples for the latter would include trends and events in the physical
environment, human driven impacts on the system, technological developments, or changes in societal values and perspectives. Sea-level
rise would be an environment signpost, while ﬂood damage and frequency of ﬂooding could be related objective-detecting signposts. A
third category exists of signposts that monitor for potential unintended
social, economic and environmental impacts (Swanson et al., 2010), or
monitor for opportunities to implement adaptation actions, such as
required maintenance of infrastructure or activities of other stakeholders that make implementation of actions easier or less costly.
Environment signposts monitor the external driving forces and thus
are closer to the source of change. Therefore, they often have a better
signal to noise ratio, and may detect signals earlier than performance

2.2. Adaptive planning and the importance of signals
For successful implementation of an adaptive plan, it is essential to
know whether we are still on the right track and, in particular, whether
there are developments or insights that require: implementation or
delay of the next action of a pathway, a decision among alternative
pathways, contingency actions to stay on track or mitigate unintended
eﬀects, or a consideration of potentially better options. It is important
not only to know if this may be required but also when this may be
required. In other words: we are seeking for the occurrence and timing
of adaptation and opportunity tipping points arising from developments
or events such as climate change, socio-economic or technological developments, and changes in societal values (e.g. levels of service for
infrastructure or changes in community values or risk tolerability).
Timely signalling of these developments helps to implement actions not
too early nor too late, to avoid investing too much or too little, and to
signal opportunities through innovation, new insights, changes in cost
and beneﬁts, required maintenance, and societal values.
Signals not only provide directions for implementing or adjusting
the adaptive plan. They may also indicate that further research is
needed, for example, when the inﬂuence of the signal is not yet clear.
For example, the Delta Programme has investigated the possible consequences of signals of accelerated and higher sea-level rise than that
assumed in its scenarios (Delta Programme, 2017a). These signals have
not yet hastened or adjusted the implementation of the plan, but triggered additional research. Signals can also be used to indicate that the
monitoring plan needs to be altered, for example, with additional or
other signposts, or diﬀerent analyses of the indicators.
2.3. Pathways map and signals
Fig. 1 presents an example of an Adaptation Pathways Map and the
role that signals play. The map gives an overview of policy options after
the current situation reaches an adaptation tipping point. Some of these
policy options have a tipping point as well. Ideally, follow-up actions
are implemented and eﬀective before an adaptation tipping point is
reached. A decision node represents the latest moment one can decide
to start implementing the next action(s) of a pathway and still be able to
keep performing acceptably. Decision makers could decide to delay the
275
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Fig. 2. Example of the relation between an adaptation tipping point (ATP) for action B from Fig. 1, decision nodes for actions A, C, and D, and adaptation signals.
Over time, as conditions change, the performance of action B decreases. When it reaches a threshold value of the performance an ATP occurs. Based on an assessment
of the time needed to implement follow-up actions (actions A, C, or D) decision nodes can be identiﬁed. When a signpost reaches its signal value, a signal is given.
Environment signposts that monitor external context are earlier in the cause-eﬀect chain and are less subject to a myriad of developments they may therefore give an
earlier signal. Note that in practice the smooth line on the changing performance and environmental conditions will be capricious which complicates trend detection.

signposts and critical values that are convincing for decision makers to
act upon? In literature on the role of knowledge in policy, the eﬀectiveness of monitoring systems at the interface between science and
policy is described using three quality criteria (Cash et al., 2003;
Turnhout and Halfmann, 2012): salience, credibility, and legitimacy.
These criteria originally were meant to be applicable to environmental
assessments (see for example Eckley et al., 2001). Here, we use them to
evaluate the use of signposts for informing adaptive planning. To enhance their applicability, we further specify salience and credibility
with (sub)criteria in the context of adaptive planning (Fig. 3).
Salience (or, in more common terms, relevance) refers to the extent
to which the monitoring system addresses the particular concerns of the
user. In the ﬁrst place, signposts must be relevant to current policy and
other decisions and address those elements relevant for the user. A
salient or relevant signpost is thus meaningful, describes important
aspects of the system or plan, and has a clear objective to answer the
‘why this signpost’ question. We identiﬁed three sub criteria speciﬁcally
for adaptive plans:

signposts that monitor impacts of the driving forces. Performance
signposts are aﬀected by a myriad of changing conditions, but may be
more convincing, as they are related to relevant impacts and objectives
and have a better connectivity to actions of responsible authorities. For
example, global temperature is an environment signpost of climate
change, as are river ﬂows or precipitation intensities. Monitoring ﬂood
damages represents a performance signpost for changing ﬂood risk as a
result of climate change and socio-economic development. A mixture of
signposts may help to better understand what is happening. Signposts
and signal values are not ﬁxed; they can change over time as new information becomes available.
Observations often have to be processed before signals can be detected. This processed information, or further speciﬁcation of a signpost, is called a derivative signpost. For example, the average summer
discharge measured for a river is a drought related derivative (environment-detecting) signpost for the river’s discharge. The river discharge itself does not give enough information.
Sources for signposts include ﬁeld measurements and observations,
model simulations, as well as expectations, new insights into system
operation, innovations, developments or (planned) interventions, and
policy decisions. Deﬁning critical (signal) values for signposts can be
diﬃcult, especially for qualitative signposts, such as new studies on
relevant developments, interventions in the system by others, or for
developments that are complex and diﬃcult to understand.
2.4. Criteria to evaluate signposts and critical values

Fig. 3. Overview of generic criteria and sub criteria for a signal monitoring
system to support adaptive planning.

What are eﬀective performance criteria for a signal monitoring
system for adaptive planning? And how to get timely and reliable
276
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• Measurable: the signposts and critical values can be observed.
• Timely: the signpost can resolve a change such that it indicates
•

vulnerabilities and eﬀectiveness of promising actions using four scenarios incorporating future climate and socio-economic conditions (Van
Alphen, 2016). The ﬁnal plan consists of so-called key ‘delta decisions’
and pathways maps presenting short-term actions and mid to long-term
options to adapt to changing conditions, if needed (Delta Programme,
2015). The timing of the actions loosely relates to the scenarios reﬂecting future climate change and socio-economic developments.
Adaptation can thus be implemented at diﬀerent paces depending on
how the future unfolds. Its monitoring plan should therefore provide
the necessary information on any needs for further implementation of
actions or adjustments to the plan.
The Delta Programme established a Signal Group of ten experts from
various knowledge institutes on climate, water, and socio-economy
(Delta Programme, 2017a) and charged them with mapping external
developments and signalling when implementation or adjustment to the
plan is required.
The Signal Group acknowledges its dependency on other stakeholders: people involved within the diﬀerent sub-programmes of the
Delta Programme, decision-makers, and various knowledge institutes.
The knowledge of these stakeholders about the water system and impacts is used for monitoring purposes. They not only provide insights
into new trends and developments to adjust the monitoring system and
keep its data up-to-date, but also help to interpret signals and potential
consequences for decision making. Their involvement is considered
crucial to comply with the signpost criteria, especially convincibility
and institutional connectivity.
The (anticipatory) Signal Group works together with the Delta
Program’s retrospective monitoring group that monitors implementation and eﬀectiveness of the plan. Albeit their diﬀerent focus, there is
some overlap in the signposts to monitor. Both groups work together to
inform each other about relevant developments and insights.
First activities of the Signal group have included an initial screening
of signals and signposts, and the development of the approach presented in this paper. This resulted in the ‘early warning’ for potential
accelerated sea-level rise and the increase of heavy rainfall events and
related pluvial ﬂoods (Delta Programme, 2017b). Next year, the Delta
Programme will apply the signal monitoring system. Based on the results of this initial application, the signal system and its procedures will
be adjusted as more insight is gained on the potential performance of
the criteria, signal values and their importance for adaptive planning.

something is happening, and leave suﬃcient time to prepare and
implement of a follow-up measure.
Reliable: the probability is small that signposts and critical values
give an incorrect signal or incorrectly gives no signal (no false or
missed alarms).

And ultimately, signposts are preferably monitored eﬀectively at an
aﬀordable cost.
Credibility refers to scientiﬁc and technical believability. This implies that signposts and critical values should be scientiﬁcally and
technically sound and thereby convincing. This adds a fourth sub criterion for adaptive planning: convincibility. Users are more likely to
accept signposts as credible when the information is consistent with
perceived change or other information already available, when they
trust the source as authoritative, and/or when the assessment process
has been according to scientiﬁc standards (trustworthiness of source
and procedures) (Tuinstra and van’t Klooster, 2015; Kunseler et al.,
2015). Consistency and trustworthiness increase the performance of the
monitoring system and the support for follow-up measures.
For the credibility of signposts for informing adaptive planning,
political believability is important as well. More than environmental
assessments should monitoring systems engage with political, social
and decision contexts, for example, by deﬁning actionable messages
and seeking connectivity to the organizational logics of decisionmaking (van der Steen and van Twist, 2012). This requires developing
sensitivity for resistance and aversion to adaptive measures
(Bossomworth et al., 2017), windows of opportunity (e.g. Kingdon,
2003), and power relations and processes operating within broader
political contexts (Bossomworth et al., 2017; Voß and Bornemann,
2011). This implies, in other words, that signposts and critical values
should also be ‘institutionalizable’, which leads us to the criterion of
‘institutional connectivity’.
Legitimacy refers to the acceptability or perceived ‘fairness’ to users:
it is important that in the process of identifying signposts and signal
values the interests and concerns of stakeholders have been taken into
account. Perceived fairness increases the involvement of stakeholders
and contributes to the acquaintance with and performance of the
monitoring system and support for follow-up actions.
Salience, credibility, and legitimacy have a mutual dependency as
trade-oﬀs and synergies exist among them (see also Cash et al., 2003).
For example, seeing windows of opportunity through engagement with
the decision context increases relevance for current policy. And taking
into account interests and concerns of stakeholders may shed light on
resistance, aversion, expectations and opportunities. Ensuring eﬀectiveness is, in other words, a balancing act. Here, we will use the
aforementioned criteria to describe how this balancing act is performed
in the case of the Delta Programme.

4. Five steps to design a signal monitoring system for adaptive
planning
Once the core of an adaptive plan is designed as described in Section
2.1, the next step is to design a signal monitoring system based on
signposts and signal values. For this purpose, a step-wise approach was
developed in the Delta Programme that consists of ﬁve questions to be
answered (Fig. 4). Answering these questions helps to derive at a signal
map presenting a set of signposts and signal values that suﬃce the
criteria described in Section 2.4. Steps 1 and 2 focus on what needs to
be known to make the right decision at the right moment. Step 3 aims to
identify what needs to be monitored to know this. Steps 4 and 5 focus
on how the derived information should be analysed to obtain the relevant information for decision making.
The criterion of ‘salience’ is addressed in step 1–4, with step 4 addressing the sub criteria of timeliness and reliability. Step 5 aims to
ensure ‘credibility’. Executing the steps together with stakeholders
helps to address ‘legitimacy’. In practice, safeguarding legitimacy and
facilitating a meaningful dialogue is not facile. For example, during
stakeholder interactions in the Delta Programme, it became clear that
the added value of an anticipatory monitoring system was not always
self-evident. Some stakeholders argued that the Delta Programme already uses scenario analysis and that there is already a system in place
to monitor, evaluate, and update plans every six years. Also, eventually,
various stakeholders were not interested in the details of the monitoring

3. The Delta Programme and Signal Group
The Delta Programme is a nation-wide programme to prepare the
Netherlands for climate change and socio-economic developments, and
more speciﬁcally ‘to protect the Netherlands from ﬂooding and to ensure adequate supplies of freshwater for generations ahead’ (Delta
Programme, 2010; Van Alphen, 2013). Climate change may result in
continued sea-level rise, increased rainfall intensities, and more extreme river discharges, with larger ﬂood risk. In the summer, river inﬂows decrease causing salt intrusion to go further inland and thus a
reduced freshwater availability. In addition, net precipitation decreases
resulting in an increased demand for water in regional areas. Economic
development and population growth may increase the value of assets
exposed to ﬂooding and drought, and may change the water demand.
The adaptive plan of the Delta Programme is based on a participatory process and comprehensive model-based study to assess the
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Fig. 4. Steps to develop a signal monitoring system for adaptive planning.

ﬂows; increasing the discharge capacity of the rivers by widening the
river bed; increasing pump capacity at the Afsluitdijk closure dam to
compensate for decreasing capacity to discharge water from Lake
IJsselmeer to the Wadden Sea under gravity during low tides; and beach
nourishment to maintain the coastline that is under pressure from
erosion (see Fig. 5). In the long-term, most of these actions will be
continued and – if needed – enlarged to cope with more change. Additional long-term options include: adapting the water distribution
between the main Rhine river branches and increasing the water level
in Lake IJsselmeer.
To ensure suﬃcient fresh water supply in the near term, more water
will be provided through ﬂexible operation of the water level by 0.2 m
in Lake IJsselmeer during the summer half-year. To provide enough
water to the midwestern part of the country, the capacity of the supply
channel near Gouda will be increased to 15 m3/s. Mid- to long-term
water supply options include: further increasing the capacity of the
Gouda supply channel to 24 m3/s or creating an additional upstream
inlet in the case of increased salt intrusion; measures to protect salt
intrusion through the rivers; or simply accepting higher salt concentrations (and consequently regional changes in land or water use).
Assumptions include the scenarios used in the analysis, which describe the range of explored future climate change and socio-economic
developments. For example, the maximum river ﬂow that can enter the
Netherlands through the Rhine River is assumed to be 18,000 m3/s; at

system (see also step 5). Involving stakeholders may also imply dealing
with conﬂicting and contested interests and concerns of stakeholders
(e.g. Bossomworth et al., 2017).
Below we further describe and illustrate each of the steps using
examples from the signal monitoring system developed for the adaptive
plan of the Dutch Delta Programme.
Step 1. What are key decisions and actions, adaptation tipping
points, and critical assumptions in the adaptive plan?
The ﬁrst step aims to identify key elements of the adaptive plan:
decisions or actions, adaptation tipping points, and critical assumptions
in the plan. Key decisions or actions are strategic decision moments
often situated at the bifurcation of pathways and which largely determine future options. They typically have a high path-dependency, or
are expensive or diﬃcult to implement. Critical assumptions are assumptions that are essential to the plan’s success; if they become invalid, the plan may fail. These include, for example, assumptions on
future scenario developments used in the analysis or on characteristics
of the system – such as cause-eﬀect relations in the model used to
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of policy actions.
Based on the adaptive plan of the Delta Programme, we identiﬁed
the key decisions for fresh water supply and ﬂood risk management. To
protect the Netherlands from ﬂooding, the following actions are
planned for the near term (< 10 years): strengthening and raising ﬂood
defences (mainly dikes) to cope with increasing levels of sea and river
278
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Fig. 5. Netherlands with relevant water management characteristics.

higher ﬂows the river will ﬂood upstream in Germany. Similarly, the
models used to assess ﬂood impacts assume relations between ﬂood
levels, damages, and casualties; success rates for evacuating people in
cases of ﬂood events; costs of actions; distribution of river ﬂows across
the country; and limits to autonomous adaptation to the changing
conditions by stakeholders (e.g. farmers).
Step 2. What developments could trigger implementation of the
key decisions or actions or could result in the failure of key assumptions?
Next, developments are identiﬁed that could trigger implementation
of the key decisions, or lead to tipping points or invalidate assumptions.
To ensure that all relevant developments are included and to examine
those beyond more traditional climate change or water system indicators, two concepts are used (Table 1). The STEEP concept (Social,

Technological, Economic, Ecological, and Political), traditionally used
for scenario development, helps to identify external developments that
can inﬂuence decision making (Bradﬁeld et al., 2005). The DPSIR
(Drivers, Pressures, State, Impact, Response) concept, used for environmental modelling, helps to describe the causal chain and relevant
signposts therein (OECD, 1993). As the aim is to prompt policy analysts
to consider a wide range of developments, their causes, and their impacts, the precise classiﬁcation of these factors within the matrix is not
important.
The Delta Programme aims to identify signposts for the following
developments and related key assumptions: climate change, socioeconomic developments, societal preferences, and knowledge and innovation. Regarding ﬂood risk management, they relate to 1) hydraulic
loads resulting from sea-level rise, storm surge, extreme river ﬂows, and
upstream policies; and 2) impacts of ﬂooding: knowledge on dike
strength and damage functions, and urban and economic developments.
For fresh water supply, developments and assumptions were identiﬁed that impact on 1) water demand, and 2) water availability. For
water demand, these include: precipitation deﬁcit, sea-level rise, and
the related salinization that demands more water to keep ditches fresh,
land use changes through diﬀerent crop use or changes in the acreage of
agricultural, urban and natural land, population growth, use of
sprinkling installations, and other innovations. For water availability,
the considered developments include: precipitation, sea-level rise increasing salt water inﬂow to rivers, upstream developments that reduce
river inﬂow, and policy decisions, such as modifying the operation of
the Haringvliet barrier.

Table 1
Matrix of developments and causal chain to support identiﬁcation of relevant
developments and related signposts for Steps 2 and 3.
Changes
Climate
change

Causal
chain

Socio-economic
developments

Knowledge
and
innovation

Societal
preferences

Drivers
Water
system
Impacts

279

280

Precipitation deﬁcit (annual
maximum)

Intake stops of fresh water (frequency
and duration)

Extreme rainfall (frequency and
intensity)

Tropical days(> 30C and nights
(> 20C) (frequency/year)
e.g. damage curves, cost estimates,
measures, strength ﬂood defences

Drought

Salinization

Pluvial ﬂooding

Heat stress

Knowledge and innovation

Projected spatial developments, incl.
land use, economic value, and
population in 2050

Land use and population

Discharges of the rivers
Rhine and Meuse

Projected sea-level rise along the
Dutch coast in 2050, 2100, 2200
Volume of sand supplied per year

Sea-level rise

Frequency of closing of storm surge
barriers Maeslant, Eastern Scheldt,
Hollandse IJssel
Number of days in winter without
drainage capacity from Lake
IJsselmeer
Projected extreme high and low river
discharges in 2050, 2100,

Signpost

Developments,
assumptions

Table 2
Overview of the signposts and why they were selected.

Impact signpost for urban areas that may trigger the need for
additional action
Assumptions in strategy

Signpost for climate change in urban and rural area, to adapt
strategy.

Impact signpost for salinization and relevant for fresh water
supply strategy

Assumption in the scenarios, relevant for strategies as it
determines safety levels and water demand. To be detailed on
the dike ring level for periodic evaluation on protection
levels.
Assumption in the scenarios, important development that
requires action, relevant for fresh water supply strategy.

Assumption in the scenarios, important development that
requires action, relevant for water supply and safety against
ﬂooding along the rivers.

Impact signpost for sea-level rise, relevant for strategy in the
IJsselmeer area.

Assumption in the scenarios, important development that
requires action, relevant for safety against ﬂooding strategy.
Impact signpost for sea-level rise and the eﬀect on the
strategy of sand nourishment.
Impact signpost of sea-level rise and storm surge, relevant for
strategy in the Rotterdam area.

Why

force aﬀecting closure
• Driving
occur more frequently and
• Alarms
are likely to give earlier signal

has better signal to noise ratio
• GMSL
for earlier signal identiﬁcation

Why

rise

force for water supply
• Driving
actions, impact signpost of sea-level

farmers.

signpost, also aﬀected by land
• Impact
use
signpost on water system
• Impact
of autonomous adaptation
• Signpost
and how drought is perceived by

during tropical days/
• Fatalities
nights

functions:

assessment measurements
• Damage
• Assumption in scenarios
in combination with damage

damage
• Drought
levels
• Groundwater
demand
• Water
in sprinkling installations
• Increase
meeting agreed minimum lake
• Not
level (days)
salinity at intake locations in
• Max.
lower river area

inﬂuence inﬂow

high and low discharges in
multiple stations
• Extreme
• Combining
10 rivers in North-western Europe
increases the possibility for detecting
signals
discharge in summer half
• Average
year
Average gives earlier signal than
•
extreme values
distribution Rhine
• Discharge
crucial assumption
• Upstream developments
• Uncertain
such as water use or
• Developments
ﬂood management strategies

•
•

Measured global mean sea-level rise
(GMSL)
Surface intertidal areas in Wadden Sea,
Eastern /Western Scheldt
Storm surge frequency, Northwestern > 8Bft
Alarm for closing barrier

Additional signposts

Signal Group
/KNMI
All

Signal Group/
KNMI

DPZW

Signal Group,
DPZW, CBS
DPIJM

Signal Group

Signal Group, with
DPV, DPR

DP IJM

DP Coast,
Wadden, SW Delta
DP Rijnm.Dr, SW
Delta

Signal Group

Who
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Step 3. What (derivative) signposts could be used to monitor
these developments and assumptions and give signals that actions
need to be implemented or that the plan may need to be reassessed?
Once the key decisions, relevant developments, and crucial assumptions have been mapped out and insight gained into what needs to
be known to implement or adjust the adaptive plan, the next step is to
identify what needs to be monitored. More speciﬁcally, what indicators
must be measured to signal the onset of the identiﬁed developments in
Step 2, to point out that the crucial assumptions may have become
invalid and/or to signal an adaptation tipping point may be approaching. For example, temperature and river discharges are both
indicators for monitoring climate change and related eﬀects in the
Netherlands.
For the Delta Programme, a set of signposts was identiﬁed using
Table 1, and then discussed with the users of the signal monitoring
system. This set includes signposts situated at the start of the causal
chain (drivers/pressures), the middle (water system), and the end
(impacts). For each signpost it is described why it was selected and who
should collect the information, which was important in the discussion
with the Delta Programme users of signal monitoring system (Table 2).
For example, projected sea-level rise along the Dutch coast will be
monitored as it is one of the assumptions described in the scenarios, and
is an important developed that triggers implementation of adaptation
action of the adaptive plan for both ﬂood risk and fresh water supply. In
addition, global mean sea-level rise is monitored as this is expected to
give an earlier signal compared to observations along the Dutch Coast.
Derivative signposts were developed based on the expected signal to
noise ration and further tested on their performance for timeliness and
reliability in the next step.
Step 4. If these signposts are measurable, are they able to give
timely and reliable signals for implementation or reassessment of
the plan?
In the fourth step, signposts are evaluated on whether they are likely
to give timely and reliable signals. For this purpose, several approaches
exist. Qualitative expert judgment to assess the timeliness of a signal
can be based on the expected rate of change (abrupt changes are less
likely to give a signal), and the relative timing of tipping points, lead
time follow-up actions and expected timing of signals (e.g. mentioned
by Haasnoot et al., 2013 and Ranger et al., 2013; also see Fig. 4 at the
bottom of step 4).
To evaluate the reliability and strength of climate signals, Moss and
Schneider used a qualitative assessment to determine whether there
was conﬁdence in theory, consensus among researchers, and the presence of observations and/or model results to support this (Giles, 2002;
Moss et al., 2010). In their ﬁrst assessment, the Delta Programme
evaluated the strength of a signal on the existence of both model simulations on future developments and observations (or that the model
outcomes were supported by observations), as well as a plausible explanation for the signal (whether theory supports model results or observations).
Statistical methods, such as signal to noise ratio and trend analysis,
can be used to quantify when and with what signiﬁcance a signal can be
credibly resolved under diﬀerent possible futures (e.g. see Ceres et al.,
2017; Diermanse et al., 2010, in prep; Haasnoot et al., 2015). Not only
signals, but also the possibility of false signals, or missed signals can be
assessed with statistical methods. Synthetic transient scenarios can be
used that describe possible futures, including both natural variability
and trends over time (e.g. see Haasnoot et al., 2015).
For the Delta Programme, such a statistical analysis was performed
for the yearly maximum precipitation deﬁcit, sea water levels, and
average river discharge during the summer half year using an ensemble
of synthetic time-series for the current climate and a climate change
scenario (Haasnoot et al., 2015; Haasnoot and van’t Klooster, 2018).
Fig. 6 shows an example for precipitation deﬁcit and an assessment of
when this signpost gives a signal in case of a climate change of 4 °C in

2100 according to the Wplus scenario (Van den Hurk et al., 2007). At
each time step the signiﬁcance level was calculated. Depending on the
time-series, and thus on how the future unfolds, a trend in the precipitation deﬁcit is signalled between approximately 2025 and 2035
with a signiﬁcance level (p-value) of 5% in half the time-series for the
Wplus climate scenarios (Fig. 6). Here, a small p-value means it is likely
that the time-series is non-stationary (probability of 95%). This signal
may trigger reconsideration of water supply measures, such as increasing inlet capacity. Using the average summer discharge will give a
signal around 2035–2045, triggering actions that increase the water
storage. This signal could be used as one of the signals for riverine ﬂood
risk measures as well, as a decrease in summer ﬂows is projected in a
scenario with an increase in peak ﬂows in winter, and changes in extreme ﬂows are diﬃcult to detect timely with large reliability. Sea-levels are likely to give an earlier signal: on average between now and
2035. The timeliness of the signal can only be studied in relation to the
timing of an adaptation tipping point (see e.g. Haasnoot et al., 2015).
The use of a particular signiﬁcance level depends on the purpose
and context of the statistical testing. It depends for instance on the
potential consequences of getting false or missed signals. False signals
could result in misplaced actions and overinvestments, while missed
signals could result in no action, underinvestment and being too late to
timely respond and having adverse impacts. Finding the appropriate
signiﬁcance level will thus depend on the required balance between the
timeliness and reliability, and therefore the impacts of (not) taking
actions, and time and investments needed to the next potential actions
of a pathway. For example, in some cases, it is necessary to know for
(almost) certain that 'no harm’ is done from the actions taken after a
signal, thus a very low p-value is required as signiﬁcance level. In other
cases, a lower level of reliability may be acceptable to make low-regret
decisions. Sometimes, it is possible to wait with making decisions until
a more reliable signal can be derived. In practice, for large long-term
investments, such as ﬂood defence infrastructure, a higher reliability is
required, but if the risk of adverse eﬀects becomes too high one could
still decide to take action in case of a weak signal based on observations, especially if projections conﬁrm the signal and if it takes 20–30
years to implement them. For preparatory actions or further research,
weak signals with a lower reliability may be suﬃcient to act upon. The
signiﬁcance value may thus be used to categorise the strength of the
signal, for example: < 5% strong (highly certain and reliable) signal,
5–15% moderate signal, < 25% weak (uncertain) signal.
For the Delta Programme, signal values were speciﬁed in terms of
whether a trend or change in frequency is observed and not for a speciﬁed threshold value of signposts or signiﬁcance values. So far, the
focus has thus been on identifying signposts with a favourable signal to
noise ratio in order to obtain signals as early as possible, and for a
limited set of indicators statistic methods were used.
Step 5. What combination of indicators could give timely, reliable, and convincing signals, and will be selected for the signal
monitoring system?
Promising signposts are selected to constitute the signal monitoring
system, which give reliable, timely, and convincing signals. A combination of signposts is needed for several reasons. First, diﬀerent signposts signal diﬀerent uncertainties, developments, and adaptation tipping points. Second, signposts meet diﬀerent criteria. For example:
some are more convincing to take action, while others may be less
convincing, but give earlier signals. Signposts related to socio-economic
impacts are aﬀected by multiple changes and are likely to be more affected by noise, while signposts that directly measure the change at the
source of a causal chain have the beneﬁt of giving an early signal. From
a policy perspective, it seems logical to select signposts that are related
to socio-economic impacts in terms of norm values or objectives, as
these are the variables on which the policies are evaluated. However,
these indicators may not give timely and reliable signals since they are
often linked to infrequently occurring extreme conditions, which makes
them unsuitable for detecting (systematic) trends for implementation of
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Fig. 6. Example res from statistical analysis (right) for synthetic time-series of the precipitation deﬁcit for the current climate (ref) and a climate change scenario of
4 °C in 2100 (Wplus) (left). The right ﬁgure shows the signiﬁcance level (p-value) over time calculated with the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (WMW). Traditionally
in statistical analysis a p-value of 0.05 (5%) is considered signiﬁcant. The grey areas give the range; the 50% and 100% conﬁdence interval.

monitored, but also how best to analyse the signpost to yield timely and
reliable signals.
Statistical methods appear to be useful in determining when a
signpost may give a signal under a particular scenario, and the reliability of this indication. Diﬀerent signiﬁcance levels could be used to
announce diﬀerent types of signals. For example, the traditional signiﬁcance value of 5% or less can be used for strong signals, while higher
values can be used to announce moderate or weak signals. The latter
can be used to start preparations to timely adapt once stronger (more
reliable) signals are detected. In practice, the identiﬁcation of critical
values for signals may not always be possible for qualitative signposts
or may be diﬃcult to assess with current information. For the Delta
Programme identifying a trend was considered suﬃcient to use as a
signal.
The use of a monitoring system and in particular the timeliness of a
signal is related to the lead time to implement an action and the life
time of actions. The sum of both is referred to as the decision lifetime by
Staﬀord Smith et al. (2011). Actions with a short lead time are less
dependent on early signals. Also, actions with a short decision lifetime
(often small and ﬂexible actions), are typically actions that can be
implemented based on (strong) signals. Still, there might be situations
where waiting for signal detection is too risky, and decision making is
needed upfront. For example, this may be the case for ﬂood risk measures with a long lead time and large consequences in case of being too
late.

an adaptive plan (Haasnoot et al., 2015). Other indicators can therefore
be used instead as a ‘proxy’ signal for change, like average discharge as
an indicator which shows that extreme discharges are likely to increase
in frequency, or precipitation deﬁcit as a proxy for agricultural damage.
Third, some objectives, such as ﬂood or drought risk, are not directly
observable (Kingsborough et al., 2016) and will require monitoring a
range of indicators. Fourth, tracking multiple signposts helps achieve a
stronger signal, because it acts as a validation and therefore is more
reliable, timely and convincing. Especially in complex systems, a single
signal is unlikely to provide suﬃcient evidence to alter an adaptation
strategy. A correction for correlation between signposts is needed to
avoid over conﬁdence. Also, monitoring multiple signposts, will allow
analysts and decision makers to better understand the signals and the
changing system (Hall and Borgomeo, 2013).
For the Delta Programme, the identiﬁcation of a set of signposts was
an iterative process between analysts and stakeholders based on the
criteria of measurability, timeliness, reliability, convincibility, and institutional connectivity. This improved not only the salience and
credibility of the signal monitoring system, but also the legitimacy. It
resulted in two long lists of signposts and derivative signposts: one for
ﬂood risk and one for water supply. When additional stakeholders were
asked to review the monitoring system, it emerged that having an
overview and knowledge of the reasons why signposts were selected
was required to build acceptance. For this, the ‘ten indicators for
change for the Thames Estuary study’ served as inspiration (EEA, 2012).
To have a comprehensible but also suﬃciently comprehensive list, a
distinction was made between the primary indicators that are required
(‘need to know’) and secondary (explanatory) indicators that assist
analysts to better understand the information obtained (‘nice to know’).
As several signposts for ﬂood risk and water supply were the same, a
combined list was made, despite the fact that the diﬀerent derivative
signposts are needed to detect appropriate signals.
Table 2 presents an overview of the main signposts identiﬁed in this
process, including the reason of the selection and who should monitor.
In addition, other changes that could aﬀect the plan will be monitored,
such as societal preferences and soil subsidence.

5.2. Fostering imagination (salience)
Not all signals can be known, and not all relevant information can
be monitored in a quantitative way. There may also be weak signals
that are worthwhile monitoring but are too (deeply) uncertain: their
changes may diﬃcult to detect (in time or at all), eﬀects may not be
estimated eﬃciently, system variables may be unknown, and variables
may be diﬃcult to quantify (such as human behaviour, preferences, and
value systems). Therefore, attention should not only go to known and
measurable signals and signposts, but also to ‘the unknown’. This implies that attention is extended from what is ‘probable’ to what is
‘possible’ and ‘imaginable’ (Dutch Safety Board, 2015). By giving attention to imaginable scenarios, the loss of relevant but uncertain information throughout the process can be prevented.

5. Discussion and conclusion: a signal monitoring system against
the background of salience, credibility, and legitimacy
This paper presents an approach for the design of a signal monitoring system to support the timely implementation and adjustment of
an adaptive plan and illustrates this approach with the case of the Dutch
Delta Programme, which has recently developed its initial signal
monitoring system. The following challenges still stand out:

5.3. Creating institutional connectivity (credibility)
In Section 2.4 we stated that monitoring systems should engage with
the decision contexts and institutions. In the case of the Delta Programme, decision making takes place at multiple scales and levels of
government: within diﬀerent (and interdependent) sub-programmes
and governments (municipalities, provinces, water boards, ministries,
etc.), and in a broader network of governmental bodies, citizens and
interest groups. Due to this institutional complexity, it is essential to
identify at what level and scale a decision should be made and ultimately anchored and that mutual responsibilities should be made

5.1. Deﬁning and analysing signposts to get timely and reliable signals for
adaptation (salience)
The usefulness of a signpost depends upon what it is aiming to
measure, achieve, and improve. For the evaluation and use of the signal
monitoring system, it is important to not only identify what needs to be
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implementation of (planned) actions, and evaluation of a set of (derivative) signposts and signal values based on timeliness, reliability,
convincibility, and institutional connectivity. Statistical methods can be
used to show trade-oﬀs between accuracy and timeliness of signals for
diﬀerent futures. By applying the approach in practice on water infrastructure investment planning, we learned that designing such a system
is – for the time being – an experimental process, especially in a context
of large system complexity. A reﬂexive attitude is likely to enhance
collaborative learning processes and the eﬀectiveness of adaptive
planning.

explicit, and there should be processes in place that facilitate the coproduction of knowledge by various experts/stakeholders (see also
Hage et al., 2010; Hermans et al., 2017). For anticipatory monitoring
practices, the challenge is to develop continuing sensitivity for the
(various) (changing) logics of decision-making (van der Steen and van
Twist, 2012). Stakeholder understanding of the possibilities and added
value of a signal monitoring system is important. However, stakeholder
acceptance is not suﬃcient in and of itself. For a functioning system, the
input of stakeholder knowledge is also required.
5.4. Striking a balance between detail, completeness and workability
(legitimacy and salience)
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